With the new season right on our doorstep, it’s time to revitalise your home with fresh finds.

H O ME T U R F

Intensely rich with top
notes of bergamot,
lemon leaf and spice,
Soilse’s new turf candle
is a homely scent that’s
enhanced by a base of
red cedar and amber, €16.
soilsecandlecompany.ie

TIMELESS
TASTE
Originally designed
in the 1950s, the
butterfly chair and
drop-leaf table from
Ercol prove that good
design doesn’t need
to be updated. The
simple curves of both
look as modern today
as they did back then.
Chair around €721
and table around
€1,518. ercol.com

GRIN & BARE IT
The tongue-in-cheek
typography of this Oliver
Bonas print is guaranteed
to make you smile. Pair
it with an accompanying
Up To No Good from
their Play collection,
or hang up solo, €96.
oliverbonas.com
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FEELING MOO-DY
Even the most dedicated city-dweller will
appreciate the shaggy face of this handsome
Highland cow from Little Ink Empire
(around €25). Just looking at it provides an
unexplainable calmness. littleinkempire.com

NESTING INSTINCTS
Whether friends have
popped round for coffee
or the kids want a space
to draw, having a spare
table to pull out is always
handy. Nest of two tables
€129, Michael Murphy.
michaelmurphy.ie

PERISCOPE

LAZY DAYS Whether you’re
lounging in the sun or relaxing
with a book, Monsoon’s textiles
range is brimming with colourful
embroidery, beading and tassels.
A highlight is the intricate
embellishment and sassy trim of
the Raffia cushion (top), around
€52. monsoon.co.uk

SUMMER
CERAMICS
Give your everyday dining a
shake-up with tableware in sea
blues, grass greens and
sunset pinks.

Blue Hues

Brighten up breakfast with these
beautiful patterned bowls from
Hedgeroe, €45 for a set of four.
hedgeroe.com

EasyElegance
Combining clean lines with
subtle shades, this porcelain jug
from Søstrene Grene comes in
a gentle sage green, €13.94.

PATTERN PARADE The designs of textile
company Eskayel are now available on Clé handmade cement
tiles. Choose from eight of the brand’s designs, all inspired by
forms found in nature, as well as global travel. Around €7 per
tile. cletile.com

CLEVER COT Eagle-eyed readers may spot our Jan/Feb cover star Breac House in the images
below of the Hugg crib. Crafted from organic European FSC certified wood, with a bamboo
mattress and Irish linen cover, each one is made to order in Donegal. A removable side panel
means it allows bedside sleeping or can be used as a conventional crib and, even better, its life
doesn’t have to end once your baby grows up. Without the bedding, it becomes a mid-century
style desk or bench for the most discerning of children, making it an investment piece to enjoy for
years to come, €400. bababou.com

sostrenegrene.com

Best Angle

Add some geometric punch to
your table with the top-heavy
design and contrasting colours
of the Fumario vase, €47.
luciekaas.com
imageinteriors.ie
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TAKE A SEAT

MEOW NOW
ALL WRAPPED UP Unfortunately in our
climate, throws are an all-year necessity.
However, with an ice-cream sundae of
colours from Harvey Norman’s Cozy Living
range, it’s that bit easier to swallow. The
Mathea Melange rug (€85), comes in grey,
yellow and powder pink herringbone and is
made from 60 per cent wool. Hang on the
back of a chair for arriving barbecue guests or
use as a machine-washable picnic blanket.

A play on the Japanese
maneki-neko, the
beckoning cat, this
monochrome friendly feline,
€20 from Home-Lust.com,
will hopefully bring luck,
as well as time-keeping,
to its owners.
home-lust.com

No garden is
complete without a place to enjoy it, even if said
garden is a cluster of neglected potted plants
and some sad herbs. This black teak bench,
€595 from the Old Mill Stores, can do doubleduty indoors and out; add a throw and some
cushions and it’ll look as at home at the kitchen
table, as it will tucked in among asters and
long grasses. theoldmillstores.ie

harveynorman.ie

PERFECT
CO M B I N AT I O N S

Rock On Usher in a new age of chic,
design-led rocking chairs with this Gandia
Blasco beauty. The DozeQuinze rocking chair,
€825 from Lomi Design, is made of thermolacquered stainless steel so it can withstand
extreme heat (wishful thinking) and cold
weather (inevitable). Also, the seat is made of
thick elastic webbing so you’ll be both comfy
and cool – no squeaky rattan or faded floral
fabric in sight. lomi.ie
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Houseology have teamed up with
Glasgow textile design studio Bespoke
Atelier for an interchangeable wallpaper
collection under their Exclusive Studio
banner. Each wallpaper print is sold in
nine-metre rolls containing three equal
cut lengths of multi-directional pattern,
so you can mix and match to create
your own unique design.
Around €180 per roll. houseology.com

